Dear Dentisoft Office User,

Today we are pleased to provide you with a glimpse of the future. It is a future which recognizes the increasingly significant role of online social networks such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and DentistDirectory.com/Dentalappointments.com into every aspect of our lives. In this new world, your practice management system must do more than just document patient visits, it should also connect you seamlessly to your patients when situations permit. Whether through email, texting, social networking websites, or patient reviews, Dentisoft Online will provide tools which enable you to maintain the strongest possible relationship with your customers. These new screen changes form the foundation of a series of enhancements Dentisoft will introduce over the coming months.

You’ll notice right away a slightly new screen layout for our Patient Info page, as well as a more modern color scheme. We chose these colors for their clean look and ease on the eyes. The most significant feature of the new screen is however the “communication area”, highlighted with a place to optionally add a photo of your patients. From this area you’ll be able to trigger a variety of messages (emails, texts, surveys, etc.) Interfaces to both Facebook and LinkedIn will follow the initial introduction of the new screens you see below.

The second feature you’ll notice is the new “Mail” icon on the top right of the screen. This icon will indicate that you have a message from either a patient or a colleague—it can even alert you to appointment reminders that remain unsent. This new mail feature is intended to be a common inbox for patient communication, but a private one for internal communications.
And lastly you’ll see a new **Quick Stats** area of the screen. This was requested by several Dentisoft users as a way to better understand an at-a-glance view of the patient’s record, thereby reducing key strokes associated with switching between screens.

We hope that you like the layout, and we are interested in your thoughts (good and bad), so please send us your feedback by clicking

[http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07e5565sqtgu5jcv53/start](http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07e5565sqtgu5jcv53/start)

Thank You,

The Team at Dentisoft Technologies